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Abstract—Significant research into the logarithmic 

analysis of complex networks yields solution to help 

minimize virus spread and propagation over networks. 

This task of virus propagation is been a recurring subject, 

and design of complex models will yield modeling 

solutions used in a number of events not limited to and 

include propagation, dataflow, network immunization, 

resource management, service distribution, adoption of 

viral marketing etc. Stochastic models are successfully 

used to predict the virus propagation processes and its 

effects on networks. The study employs SI-models for 

independent cascade and the dynamic models with Enron 

dataset (of e-mail addresses) and presents comparative 

result using varied machine models. Study samples 

25,000 emails of Enron dataset with Entropy and 

Information Gain computed to address issues of blocking 

targeting and extent of virus spread on graphs. Study 

addressed the problem of the expected spread 

immunization and the expected epidemic spread 

minimization; but not the epidemic threshold (for space 

constraint). 

 

Index Terms—Stochastic, immunize, network, graph, 

SIS, SIR. 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Social networks are dynamic and their normal opera-

tion is continually threatened by unethical users often 

referred to as hackers. These use the spread of harmful 

and malicious data or program called malware to wreak 

havoc on network users. Today, Internet has become a 

high target for the spread of such malwares – as hackers 

do damage globally, much more easily and faster. Thus, 

its early detection is imperative to minimize damage 

caused by it (Desai, 2008). 

Malwares are known to attach copies of itself, alters 

the behaviour as well as modifies attributes of its host 

machine‟s files without the user‟s knowledge (Szor, 

2005). Malwares also can sometimes, modify their codes 

as they infect, to include an evolved copy (Dawkins, 

1989). Malwares are grouped into simple, encrypted, 

polymorphics and metamorphic viruses. Malware are 

considered malicious software if they consist of codes, 

scripts, active contents and other software – designed to 

disrupt or deny operations, gather data that tends to loss 

of privacy or exploitation, gain unauthorized access to 

system resources, and other abusive behaviour (Singhal 

and Raul, 2012). Thus, software codes are considered a 

malware based on the perceived intentions of its creator 

rather than any particular feats. Thus, malwares are  

Antivirus (AVs) software is designed to detect, prevent 

and remove all malware such as viruses, worms, Trojans, 

spyware and adware. AVs detection mechanism are 

broadly grouped into: (a) signature-based scans for sig-

nature, and to evade it – virus makers create new virus 

strings that can alter their structure while keeping its 

functionality via code obfuscation method, and (b) code 

emulation creates sandbox so that files are executed in it 

while scanning for virus. If virus is detected, it is no 

threat – as it is running in controlled environment that 

limit damage to host machine (Singhal and Raul, 2012). 

AVs can often impair system performance as any in-

correct decision may lead to security breach as it runs at 

the kernel of the operating system. If an antivirus uses 

heuristics, its success depends on the right balance be-

tween positives and negatives. Malware are no longer 

execs. Macros can present security risk and antivirus 

heavily relies on signature-detection. Some malwares 

evades signature detection effective (Filiolel, 2005) via 

code obfuscation and encryption methods. Studies show 

the best AVs can never yield a perfect detection. This is 

because all scanners can yield a false positive result and 

identify benign files as malware (Bishop, 2006). 

 

II.  NETWORK TOPOLOGIES 

Social networks are used for spread of data – making it 

easier for users to disseminate useful data as well as vi-

ruses. The problem of virus propagation has been a recur-

ring subject and ongoing research notes that every harm-

ful data spread over such networks are considered as 
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malware or viruses as can be interchangeably used; while 

the process of impeding the spread of such harmful data 

(malware) over such social network is referred to as net-

work immunization. This aims to prevent the spread of 

such malwares, protect such networks from virus attacks 

and control data and sensitive information leakages – 

while at same time noting that our resources such as vac-

cination, AVs and influences are quite costly and limited 

in their capability to discover such malware. With such 

AVs and vaccinations, users aim to achieve the best ef-

fect; while still allocating the least resources possible 

(Ojugo et al 2013a).  

An adversary can wreak more havoc being aware of 

the propagation model used. In simplest form, a social 

network is seen as a complex graph. Thus, the propaga-

tion model has as input graph G = (V,E), a state vector 

  
   

for each node vertex v  V at t, and a parameter vec-

tor P. Based on states of all interacting nodes, it outputs 

new state vector   
     

for each node at t+1 (Giakkoupis 

et al, 2010). Models are applied to synthetic dataset with 

graph types as (Mitchell, 1997; Giakkoupis et al, 2010; 

Kermach and McKendrick, 1927; Pastor-Satorras and 

Vespignani, 2002; Watts, 1999; Newmann, 2003): 

 
a. Scale-Free Graphs: Probability that node x in net-

work is of degree k is proportional to k- with > 1. 

Scale free graph are modeled as by Barabasi and Al-

bert (1999). It inserts nodes sequentially with each 

node linked to an existing one chosen with a proba-

bility proportional to its current degree in a 

tree-fashion with grandpar-

ent-parent-children-grandchildren structure and it 

builds graph with exponent  = 3 denoted with Gsf. 

Each node in the graph can be autonomous but must 

be connected to an existing one. Thus, two nodes are 

connected together on the graph via physical link 

between two corresponding autonomous systems. 

Such is referred to as Autonomous Systems. Another 

scale free graph consists of undirected edges between 

nodes, also termed Co-Author graphs. 

b. Small World Graphs are those with small charac-

teristics path length L (average shortest path between 

any pair of vertices) and large clustering coefficient 

C (the average fraction of pairs of neighbours of a 

node also connected to each other). We generate 

small-world graphs using the generating model pro-

posed in Watts (1999). We use GswL to denote small 

world graph with path length feat; while GswC to de-

note those of large clustering coefficient.  

 
Graphs of GswL are influenced by α, which intuitively 

determines the probability of two nodes being connected 

given a number of their common neighbours. It controls 

to what extent the graph has small and densely connected 

components. As α nears infinity, GswL becomes a random 

graph. Conversely, graphs of GswC are influenced by q, 

which determines the probability of an edge in the lattice 

being rewired to connect to a random node in the graph. 

Thus, initialized on a ring lattice, each node is of degree k. 

Small values of q entails graph G has high clustering co-

efficient and large average path length; while large values 

q creates random graphs. For q-values close to 0.01, the 

generated graphs are small-world graphs. Note that GswL, 

GswC and Gsf are quite distinct graphs. 

 

III.  SUSCEPTIBLE-INFECT MODELS 

There are two major susceptible-infect (SI) models: 

SI-Remove (SIR – for which a node can be in state: (a) 

susceptible: if the node has no virus but becomes infected 

if it is exposed to it, (b) infected: if the node has the virus 

and can pass it on to others, and (c) removed: if node had 

the virus but has been recovered or virus dies. Node is 

permanently immunized and can no longer propagation 

as a particular node cannot be infected twice) and 

SI-Susceptible (SIS – a node can be cured but not im-

munized. Thus, it can be infected again. Such node 

switches between susceptible and immunized.  

Giakkoupis et al (2010) and Lahiri and Cebrian (2010) 

A graph holds these definitions as true: 

 

a. Network is a directed or undirected graph for propa-

gation of virus. A node is represented as v V; and 

edge (u,v)  E represents interactions between two 

individuals or nodes in the system. It also assume 

that the graph is drawn from a specific family (algo-

rithm consider all possible graphs). For G = (V,E) as 

a dynamic network, E is set of edges that are 

time-stamped, (u,v)t E are interactions at t  Z+. In 

a typical SI setting, set of nodes are initialized as ac-

tivated. The propagation process proceeds in discrete 

time-steps such that at each time-step, an activated 

vertex may come in contact with inactivevertices. 

This continues till a stop criterion is satisfied or there 

are no more inactive vertices. 

b. The virus propagation model that determines how the 

virus is spread on the network. 

c. Immunization model aims to minimize viruses 

spread and an immunized node cannot trans-

fer/receive a virus. It is conceptually removed from 

graph. Cost of immunization model is, number of 

nodes immunized. 

d. Adversary with knowledge of propagation model, 

plants d copies of malware in network so as to max-

imize speed of its spread is denoted as Fd. An adap-

tive adversary is one who has knowledge of choices 

made by the immunization algorithm; while a ran-

domized adversary places copies of virus, uniformly 

at random on the network. 

A. Independent Cascade (SIR) Model 

It is a discrete-time special case SIR for which at t = 0, 

an adversary inserts d virus copies to some nodes on 

graph. If node x is infected at t, it can infect any neigh-

bour y currently uninfected with the probability Pxy – so 

that x succeeds in infecting y at t+1; Else, x tries again in 

the future (even if y gets infected by another neighbour). 

This process continues and stops after n-steps if no more 

infections are possible. The model also requires a node to 

stay infected exactly once as proven by Kempe et al 
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(2003). A graph of size M, has Md subset of nodes and d 

virus copies placed on the network. With propagation 

complete, S(Md,G) is expected number of infected nodes. 

Expectation exceeds all random choices made by propa-

gation model. Eq. 1 is maximum expected number of 

infected nodes and maximum exceeds all possible initial 

virus placements. Equation 1 is given as thus: 

 
 

            
                 (1) 

 

 

Set            
         corresponds to choices 

made by an adaptive adversary. Sd(G) is epidemic spread 

in G and a similar definition of epidemic spread of ran-

domize adversary defines the expected epidemic spread 

minimization as in Eq. 2 in which case, expectation takes 

over all possible positions of the d viruses placed on the 

network and given by: 

 

  
         

                   (2) 

 

B. Dynamic Propagation (SIS) Model 

In SIS, viruses are seen as dynamic birth-death process 

that evolves overtime. It continues to either propagate or 

eventually die. An infected node x spreads virus to node y 

in time t with infection rate of 
 

 
 and probability . At 

same time, an infected node may recover with probability 

. With adjacency matrix T, 1(T) is largest eigen-value 

of T. The condition 
 

 
<

 

    
 holds true as epidemic 

threshold and is sufficient for quick recovery, easily 

proven (Ganesh et al, 2005; Wang et al, 2003. 

 

IV.  THE IMMUNIZATION PROBLEM 

Typical challenges in SI propagation model are as fol-

lows and from the immunization problem perspective, we 

have:  

 
1. Targeting: Which vertices are targeted as initiators 

by an adversary to result in max extent of spread 

(Cohen et al, 2003)? This is a hard NP to solve opti-

mally, regardless of propagation model used (Kempe 

et al, 2003). This is also referred to as the Epidemic 

Immunization problem so that given the graph G, a 

number of d virus copies and a number k, we im-

munize k nodes in G so that expected spread 

      in immunized graph is minimized. This hard 

NP complete has the role of an adversary played by 

the influence-maximization model of Kempe et al 

(2003), whose proof is omitted due to space con-

straint. This is addressed with Eq. 1 above. 

2. Extent: With G, subset of initially activated node 

vertices and propagation model, how many vertices 

are expected to be activated after a specific 

time/period? It is also referred to as the Expected 

Minimization problem in which we have the graph G, 

a number of d virus copies and a number k. We aim 

to immunize k nodes in G such that the expected 

spread   
     in the immunized graph is minimized. 

It is a hard NP-complete task that attempts to im-

munize G with random strategy for influence spread 

and closely related to the sum-of-squares partition 

task as studied in Aspnes et al (2005) as addressed 

by Eq. 2. 

3. Blocking: Which vertices are targeted for immuniza-

tion to minimize the expected number of activated 

vertices (Singhal and Raul, 2012; Dezso and Baraba-

si, 2002)? This is also called Epidemic Threshold 

problem in that given G, a number of d virus copies 

and an infection rate of 
 

 
, we immunize the mini-

mum number of k nodes so that 
 

 
<

 

    
 holds true. 

Thus, the epidemic spread   
     in the graph is 

minimal. The task attempts to immunize G with in-

fluence spread while seeking the minimal number of 

nodes that can be immunized. 

 
The study aims to compute the epidemic threshold us-

ing the various stochastic (machine learning) models to 

unveil the feats and corresponding underlying dataset 

probabilities. 

 

V.  MACHINE LEARNING FRAMEWORKS 

Machine learning as a branch of artificial intelligence 

is a scientific discipline that deals with development and 

design of algorithms that allows machines (computers) to 

evolve its behaviour based on empirical data such as 

sensors data and databases. A learner takes advantage of 

data to capture its characteristics of interest of their un-

derlying and unknown probability distribution. Such data 

may illustrate relationships between observed variables. 

Major focus on machine learning is to automatically learn 

to recognize complex patterns and make intelligent deci-

sions from it (Singhal and Raul, 2012).  

A. Dataset 

The Enron e-mail dataset is one of the largest, corpo-

rate e-mail environment dataset available and is naturally 

represents a dynamic social network. Each vertex in net-

work is an e-mail address and a directed timestamped 

edge representing e-mail sent between two addresses. 

Lahiri and Cebrain (2010) parsed and obtained the head-

ers of all e-mails of about 1,326,771 timestamped indi-

vidual e-mails between 84,716 addresses, with 215,841 

unique timestamps as non-uniformly covering a period of 

approximately 4years. 

We sampled a subset of 25000 addresses representing 

about 30% for the graphs Gsf, GswL and GswC families. In 

all cases, we used p = 0.25, q = 0.009 and α = 6 to gener 

ate the graphs. These result in models‟ graph having low 

average path length and high clustering coefficient. There 

exists the relationship between parameters (p, q and α) 

and the clustering coefficient as studied in (Watts, 1999). 

α starts with value 1 till it reaches 6 or more. The clus-

tering coefficient drop as α increase and for small values 
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of q, high clustering coefficient is observed while clus-

tering coefficient drops as q tends to 1. 

B. Hybrid Genetic Algorithm Particle Swarm 

Optimization (HGAPSO) 

This hybrid combines GA and PSO with the frame-

work and workings as thus: 

GA is inspired by Darwinian evolution (survival of fit-

test) and consists of a pool of solutions for natural selec-

tion to a specific task. Each individual is solution for 

which an optimal is found via 4-operators namely: ini-

tialize, select, crossover and mutation (Ojugo et al, 2012). 

Individuals with genes close to its optimal is said to be fit, 

and the fitness function determines how close an indi-

vidual is to the optimal solution. 

PSO attempts to predict motion as it investigates col-

lective intelligence cum socio-cognitive of swarms as 

well as specify a model of randomly initialized solutions 

propagated in space of n-dimensional vectors towards an 

optimal result, over number of moves based on large 

amount of data about the domain, assimilated and shared 

by the swarm. In a bid to generate and select particles 

(solution) adapted to its environment via its set objectives 

and employed constraints, the desirable traits evolves and 

remains in the swarms‟ composition (as results generated) 

over traits with weaker undesirable feats (Ojugo et al, 

2013). PSO is continuous and thus, is modified to handle 

discrete design variables. 

We first proceed with GA, which achieves its fitness as 

it finds solution to network. Its dynamic, non-linear mod-

el can be made linear so as to resolve it analytically. The 

dynamic nature of graph as social network makes them 

impossible to resolve analytically using non-linearity (if 

considered as a multiple copies model). Let vt be an 

n-dimensional vector of states at t-steps and   
 is number 

of virus copies at node x at t-steps. Initialized at t = 0, 

  
 is number of d copies planted by an adversary. At t+1, 

the model evolves for (all) nodes x,y,z in the network, and 

for each   
 copies of virus planted at node x, virus is 

propagated to node y with probability . Virus dies with 

probability 1 – , and if  = T + diag(1 – ,…, 1 – ) is 

true,   is the expected state of system at time t. Model is 

completely linear if           proven as in (Giak-

koupis et al, 2010; Kleinberg, 2007;Hethcotee, 1989). 

For PSOGA, model starts of with PSO particle position 

and velocity initialization with other operators as thus 

(Lahiri and Cebrian, 2010): 

 
a. Particle Position/Velocity: A node refers to a particle 

point in vector space that changes position between 

iterations based on velocity updates. Node positions 

and velocities are randomly initialized (active and 

inactive) with lower and upper bounds of the design 

variables (Xmin and Xmax) as in Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 re-

spectively – since the adversary places d virus copies 

at points for maximum propagation. Fitness value is 

computed for the swarm as thus: (a) its global best 

  
 
  (b) neighbourhood best   

   
and (c) particle 

best position   
 . Velocity update uses current mo-

tion   
  to search for   

   . To avoid local maxima 

entrapment, ensure good coverage and convergence 

time, PSO uses a uniformly distributed rand() with 

3-factors: (a) inertia , (b) particle confidence 1 

and (c) swarm influence 2 to find optima (see Eq. 5 

and Eq. 6).   
   is particle velocity at t+1, +  

 is 

current motion,   
 is particle position, 1 is set be-

tween [1.5,2] and 2 is set between [2,2.5]. The 

weighted sum fitness function is adopted, for the 

study: 

 
  

                             (3) 

 

  
   

                     

  
  

        

    
     (4) 

 

  
         

  
 
      

(  
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                                            (5) 

 

  
      

    
      | (  

 
)   (  

   
)|       (6) 

 

b. Crossover point is randomly, uniformly selected 

between [1,]. Two new state vectors are created by 

swapping   
   

and   
   

defined by all position 

including and after index C. Two vector states strings 

are denoted as st1 and st2respectively. 

c. Objective score of each new state vector is then 

evaluated according to the fitness function f(x). if 

any of them have a greater fitness value that either of 

their parent node, the corresponding parent nodes 

state vector string is replaced by its offspring for the 

next iteration, achieved via Eq. 7 and Eq. 8 

respectively: 

 

  
     

        
     

   
   

     
         

         (7) 

  
     

        
     

   
   

     
         

        (8) 

 

In case of ties in fitness score (original versus new 

string) vector, original state vector remains. It is 

close to GA with spatially distributed population 

(Min et al, 2006; Payne and Eppstein, 2006) as GA‟s 

selection is replaced with real network data that 

dictates sequence of mating. Propagation in GASDM 

occurs as state vectors modified via crossover and is 

subsequently adopted based on its fitness value. 

d. With fitness function computed, nodes can assume 

values even outside their lower/upper bounds con-

straint – due to their current position and computed 

velocity. As function of the rapid growing vector 

velocity – causing inactive nodes to become active 

for propagation via divergence; instead of node con-

vergence to help in immunization and virus propaga-

tion minimization. To avoid this, nodes that violate 

their bounds are artificially brought back to its 

k-nearest via Eq. 9 (to avoid velocity explosion and 

handle functional constraints via a linear exterior 

penalty). This is the epidemic threshold value for 
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immunization. Thus, with infection rate 
 

 
, 

 

 
<

 

    
 

holds as logarithmic expected time for virus to die 

(function of number of nodes in G that an adversary 

targets for maximum virus spread). Some graphs 

hold 
 

 
>

 

    
as recovery rate so that the expected 

time for virus to die is exponential (Aspnes et al, 

2005). 

 

           ∑                 
    
       (9) 

 

Solutions are updated via the model‟s crossover and 

fitness (objective) function computed with these in mind: 

(a) velocity range normalized between [0-1], dividing it 

by maximum range of the particles, (b) each position 

randomly determines if crossover is needed as deter-

mined by the velocity, and (c) If required, the position 

will set to the value of same position in nbest by swap-

ping the values. 

C. Decision Tree (Random Forest Algorithm) 

Random Forest Model as a decision tree predictor has 

each node trained on partially, independently instance 

subsets of complete training dataset. The predicted output 

of classified instance is the most frequent class output of 

node (Szor, 2005; McGraw and Morrisett, 2002; Mitchell, 

1997). 

It uses hill-climbing to search a space for optima. Once 

a peak is found, it restarts with another randomly chosen 

starting point (as such peak may not be the only one that 

exists). Its merit is simplicity with functions with too 

many maxima. Each random trial done in isolation helps 

immunize the nodes and overall shape of the domain is 

transparent to an adversary – because, as random search 

progresses, it continues to allocate its trials evenly over 

the space and evaluates as many points in the both re-

gions found with low- and high-fitness values. Its choice 

is in selecting feats and attributes in graph to test is via 

information gain at each step while it grows the graph. 

The algorithm as Mitchell (1997), Ojugo et al, (2012b) is 

thus: 

 
DT (Examples, Target_Attribute, Attributes)  

//Example are dataset, Attributes are other feats tested by model. 

//Target_Attribute is attributes with values to be predicted, 

//Return is a decision that correctly detects a given Examples. 

Create a Root node of Graph 

If Examples are positive, Return single_node Graph Root with label=+ 

If Examples are negative, Return single_node Graph Root with label = - 

If Attribute is empty, Return single_node Graph Root, with label = most  

common value of Target_Attribute in Examples 

Otherwise Begin 

a. A  the attribute from attributes that best* classifies Examples 

b. The decision attribute for Root  A 

c. For each possible value vi, of A, 

Add new graph branch below Root, corresponding to test A = 

vi 

Let Examples vi be subset of Examples that have value vi for A 

If Examples is vi empty 

 Then below this new branch, add leaf with label = most  

common value of Target_Attribute in Examples 

Else below this new branch, add the subtree 

  IDA(Examples vi, Target_Attribute, Attributes – {A}) 

End: Return Root 

Entropy characterizes all impurity of an arbitrary col-

lection of nodes on G, which contains both active (in-

fected) and inactive (uninfected) nodes as a Boolean 

classification. 

 

                                     (10) 

 

The sample consists of n=25000 e-mail address from 

which we have normal and infected nodes to form the 

graph network. The inactive (p+) = 20000, infected (ac-

tive/p-) nodes where adversary plants viruses p- = 5000. 

To compute Entropy, we have that: 

 

    
     

     
     

     

     
  

    

     
     

    

     
 

                                      
                    

 

Information Gain is the expected reduction in entropy 

caused by partitioning graph according to its attributes 

(infected and uninfected) nodes. IG is info about target 

function value, given the value of another attribute A. IG 

of attribute (A) is:  

 

              ∑
|  |

| |                        (11) 

 

Values(A) is set of all possible values of Attribute A, 

Ev is E subset of attributes A with value v. Our second is 

the expected entropy after partitioning with attribute A 

(sum of all entropies of each subset Ev weighted by frac-

tion of Examples 
  

 
of Ev). 

 

         

   ∑
|  |

| |
                      

            

 

         {
    

     
      }   {

     

     
      } 

                                      
 

Thus, we have an Epidemic threshold value so as to 

enable us scale 81% of nodes as most likely to be infect-

ed before complete immunization is achieved. However, 

IG is further corrected via Eq. 12: 

 

                    [
∑         

 
   

 
]   (12) 

 

D. Naïve Bayesian Model 

Bayesian model describes probability distribution of a 

set of nodes on graph by specifying a set of conditional 

independent assumptions along with set of conditional 

probabilities. Thus, allows stating conditional assump-

tions that simply just applies to subset of nodes on the 

network by providing an intermediate and more tractable 

solution. It applies to each instance that assumptions of 

each graph attribute values are conditionally independent 
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of the target value. Thus, the assumptions is that given 

target value of an instance, the probability of observing 

the interactions between nodes in the graph is the product 

of their probabilities from the individual attributes (Szor, 

2005; Alpaydin, 2010; Mitchell, 1997, Harrington, 2012). 

Naïve Bayes is used for two reasons: (a) it computes 

explicit probabilities for hypotheses and outperforms 

other methods in this regard, and (b) it provides useful 

insight into understanding other algorithms that do not 

explicitly manipulate probabilities. Mitchell (1997) 

Adopting Bayesian model for the study is based on feats 

as thus: 

 
a. Each observed training incrementally increase or 

decrease the estimates probabilities that a hypothesis 

is correct as a means of providing flexible learning 

rather than outright elimination of such hypothesis as 

inconsistent. 

b. Prior knowledge (via apriori probability of each hy-

pothesis and corresponding probability distribution 

over observed data for each of possible hypothesis) 

can be obtained with observed data to determine the 

final probability of a hypothesis. 

c. Bayesian method accommodates hypothesis that 

makes probabilistic predictions. 

d. New instances can be classified by combining pre-

dictions of multiple hypotheses, weighted by their 

probabilities. 

e. Cases where Bayesian proves computationally in-

tractable, it however yield a standard for optimal de-

cision against which other practical methods can be 

measured. 

 
We assume every active node that has been infected 

and/or immunized is equally probable a priori. Any such 

probable hypothesis as maximum a posteriori: 

 
                  |             (13) 

 
With sample n=25000 e-mail address. Normal (inac-

tive/p+) = 20000, infected (activated/p-) nodes where 

adversary plants viruses p- = 5000. We compute proba-

bilities of the maximum likelihood both from Entropy 

and correlation (of the correctly classified versus false 

negative classification) as thus: 

 
P(infected/p-) = 0.2,  P(infected) = 0.8 

P( |infected) = 0.81, P(  | infected) = 0.19 

P( |infected) = 0.07, P(  |infected) = 0.93 

 
Then, we have that: 

 
P( |infected) P(infected) = (0.81)(0.2) = 0.162 

P( |infected) P(infected) = (0.07)(0.8) = 0.056 

 
                yields maximum a priori likelihood 

of propagation. The exact probabilities of maximum 

spread and propagation before complete immunization, is 

determined by normalizing these probabilities to sum up 

to 1; And this yields maximum propagation (epidemic 

threshold) given by: 

 

          |     
     

           
       

 

Thus, with 5000-infected nodes at initialization, the epi-

demic threshold is 74%, at which time network will be 

completely immunized or the virus dies out. 

 

VI.  DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS 

From sampled subset of 25000 addresses (30% of da-

taset, with p = 0.25, q = 0.009 and α = 6 to generate 

graphs), the results with low path length and high clus-

tering coefficient is as in table 1). There exists a relation-

ship: that α starts with value 1 and tends upwards till it 

reaches 6. As α increase for small values of q, a high 

clustering coefficient is observed while clustering coeffi-

cient drops as q tends to or approaches 1. The epidemic 

threshold (ET) displays rate at which virus dies out (re-

covery rate) or that for which model completely immun-

izes the graph. The Expected Spread Immunization (ESI) 

was computed as 91% for both SIR and SIS models em-

ployed. Also, the Expected Epidemic Spread Minimiza-

tion (EESM) was computed as 97% for both SIR and SIS 

models in use. Other findings are as thus: 

 

a. GAPSO was run 25times with time varying between 

21seconds and 4 minutes. Its convergence time de-

pends on how close initial population is to the solu-

tion as well as on mutation applied to the individuals 

in the pool. With dataset (25000 addresses), correctly 

classified instance is 23567 (94.3%), incorrectly 

classified instances is 1433 (5.7%). The Epidemic 

Threshold was computed as 85% with overall accu-

racy of about 91%. 

b. RFA was run 25times with time varying between 

11seconds and 1minute. Its convergence time de-

pends on how fast each random trial was completed 

as well as the random search with its continued allo-

cation of trials evenly over its search space cum 

evaluation of as many points in both regions found 

with low- and high-fitness values. Its choice is in se-

lecting feats and attributes in graph to test, also con-

tributes to this convergence time in computing the 

fitness value for the training dataset. With dataset 

(25000 addresses), correctly classified set of 96.7%, 

incorrectly classified instances of3.3%. ET is com-

puted as 81% with an overall accuracy of about 97%. 

c. Bayesian model was run 25times with time varying 

between 11seconds and 1minute. Its convergence 

time depends on how fast each random trial was 

completed as well as the random search with its  

d. continued allocation of trials evenly over its search 

space cum evaluation of as many points in both re-

gions found with low- and high-fitness values. Its 

choice is in selecting feats and attributes in graph to 

test, also contributes to this convergence time in 

computing the fitness value for the training dataset. 
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With same dataset (25000 addresses), correctly clas-

sified set 95.9%, incorrectly classified instances 

of4.1%. ET is74% with an overall accuracy of about 

96%. 

A. Model Implementation Tradeoffs 

Trade-offs in modelling often fallunder these classifi-

cations and groupings as thus (Ojugo et al, 2013c):  

 
a. Result Presentation: Modelersand researchers quite 

often display flawed and unfounded results – with 

the aim to validate their new and/or modified model 

rather than re-test the limitations, biasness, insuffi-

ciency and inabilities of existing ones. This is be-

cause negative results are less valuable and most of 

such models aim to curb the non-linearity and dyna-

mism in the phenomena they are predicting alongside 

discovering feats and underlying properties of the 

historic datasets used, to train, cross validate and test 

such models. 

b. Efficiency:modelersand researchers can often use 

figure to show how well their prediction is quite in 

agreement with observed values (even with their 

limited dataset used for training the model that is of-

ten times squeezed). Some plot for observed and 

predicted values are often not easily distinguishable 

– as such modelers do not even provide numerical 

data to support their claim for their system (though 

their model is in „good agreement‟ with observed 

values). Some measure of goodness does not provide 

the relevant information. 

c. Insufficient Testing: Validation simply compare 

predicted versus observed values. Many studies suf-

fer from inadequate dataset. If a model aims to pre-

dict and simulate a dynamic event or phenomena, 

such ability should not be demonstrated with un-

founded results with limited dataset, displaying (of-

ten) misleading results and inconclusive and unclear 

contributions. Model must be adequately tested, with 

materials and methods for such experiments laid bare 

so that such predictions can be repeated if need be to 

validate the usefulness and authenticity of such mod-

els. 

d. Validation: is not an undertaking to be carried out 

by a researcher or research group; but rather, a scien-

tific dialogue. Improper model applications and am-

biguous results often impede such dialogue. This 

study aims to greatly minimize confusion in propa-

gation model as well as further mathematical epide-

miology. 

B. Rationale for Choice of Algorithms 

The comparisons are as follows: 

 
a. Stochastic Model: are mostly inspired by evolution 

laws and biological population cum behaviours. 

They are heuristics that search a domain space for 

optimal solution to a task. They use hill-climbing 

method that are flexible, adaptive to changing states 

and suited for real-time application. GA guarantees 

high global convergence to optimal point for multi-

modal tasks. It initializes with a random population, 

allocates increasing trials to regions of the space 

found with high fitness and finds optimal in time. Its 

demerit is that they are not good with linear systems 

in that if the optimal is in a small region surrounded 

by regions of low fitness – the function becomes dif-

ficult to optimize. 

b. Gradient/Greedy Search:A number of different 

methods for optimizing well-behaved continuous 

functions have been developed which rely on using 

information about the gradient of the function to 

guide the direction of search. If the derivative of the 

function cannot be computed, because it is discon-

tinuous, for example, these methods often fail. Such 

methods are generally referred to as hill-climbing. 

They can perform well on functions with only one 

peak (unimodalfunctions). But on functions with 

many peaks, (multimodal functions), they suffer 

from the problem that the first peak found will be 

climbed, and this may not be the highest peak. Hav-

ing reached the top of a local maximum, no further 

progress can be made. Conversely, the iterative 

search is a combined random and gradient search 

that employs an iterated hill-climbing search. Once 

one peak is located, the process restarts with another, 

randomly chosen point. Its merit of simplicity. 

RFA/Bayesian are chosen for these reasons: (a) In-

stances are represented in graph as attributes value 

pairs, (b) the target function has discrete output val-

ues as it assigns Boolean classifications to each net-

work, (c) disjunctive description may be required, 

and (d) training sample data may contain errors and 

may contain missing attributes values. 

 

VII.  CONCLUSION 

Mathematical models have been successfully used to-

day to determine epidemic spread of malware. Numerous 

recent studies on mathematical epidemiology focuses on 

the analytic epidemic thresholds for time-varying propa-

gation models as applied on different families of network 

– seeking insight into the nature of such epidemic, its 

threshold as well as to unveil if such propagation contin-

ues or eventually, dies out (Bougna et al, 2003; Barthe-

lemy et al, 2005; Barabasi and Albert, 1999; Dawkins, 

1993). 

Models serve as educational, predictive tools to com-

pile all existing knowledge and information about a task, 

serve as a vehicle to communicate hypotheses, a means to 

investigate parameters crucial in estimation and help us 

better understand a problem domain. Its development, 

sensitivity and failure analysis helps reflect on the theo-

ries and functioning of nature systems. Simple models 

may not provide enough new data, whereas very complex 

models may not be fully understood. A model‟s use and 

application as an intellectual tool requires less accurate 

numerical agreement between prediction and observa-

tions. Rather, it requires feedback mechanisms, as more 

important – since only models that are understandable 
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and manageable, can be fully explored. A balance be-

tween complexity and simplicity is crucial for studying 

the relevant processes and still, to understand how the 

model works. 

Our comparative (machine learning and stochastic) 

spread and propagation models provides a framework 

that is best suited for large organizations with enterprise 

gateway level to act as central antivirus engine to sup-

plement AVs, present at the end-users‟ computers. It will 

be employed to easily detect malwares and act as a 

knowledgebase to help detect newer forms. While a cost-

ly model requiring costly infrastructure, it can help pro-

tect valuable data in an enterprise from security threats 

and prevent immense financial damage. Its only demerit 

is that it require large processing power and thus, cannot 

be adopted by a home users (Singhal and Raul, 2012; 

Gao et al, 2011‟ Ojugo et al, 2013d). Studies on mathe-

matical epidemiology as successfully used in malware 

detection, is focused on analytic epidemic thresholds for 

varying spread models and families of graphs – seeking 

insight into the nature of such epidemic, its threshold and 

to unveil if such epidemic will continue to spread or die. 
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